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ABSTRACT
Click-Through Rate (CTR) prediction, estimating the probability
of a user clicking on an item, is essential in industrial applications,
such as online advertising. Many works focus on user behavior
modeling to improve CTR prediction performance. However, most
of those methods only model users’ positive interests from users’
click items while ignoring the context information, which is the
display items around the clicks, resulting in inferior performance.
In this paper, we highlight the importance of context information
on user behavior modeling and propose a novel model named Deep
Context Interest Network (DCIN), which integrally models the
click and its display context to learn users’ context-aware interests.
DCIN consists of three key modules: 1) Position-aware Context Ag-
gregation Module (PCAM), which performs aggregation of display
items with an attention mechanism; 2) Feedback-Context Fusion
Module (FCFM), which fuses the representation of clicks and dis-
play contexts through non-linear feature interaction; 3) Interest
Matching Module (IMM), which activates interests related with
the target item. Moreover, we provide our hands-on solution to
implement our DCIN model on large-scale industrial systems. The
significant improvements in both offline and online evaluations
demonstrate the superiority of our proposed DCIN method. No-
tably, DCIN has been deployed on our online advertising system
serving the main traffic, which brings 1.5% CTR and 1.5% RPM lift.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Click-Through Rate (CTR) prediction, which aims at predicting the
probability of a user clicking on an item, is critical for industrial
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Figure 1: The illustration of display context. User’s click be-
havior on an item may be influenced by other display items.

applications such as online advertising and recommendation sys-
tems [5, 16]. Recent research on CTR can be divided into many
directions, such as feature interaction and user behavior modeling.
This paper focuses on the problem of user behavior modeling.

Works on user behavior modeling hypothesize that users’ his-
torical behaviors reflect users’ interests towards items. Lots of
works [7, 11, 13, 18, 21, 22] focus on capturing user interests from
click behaviors and achieve great success in CTR prediction. How-
ever, some studies [13, 15] find that there are gaps between users’
click behaviors and their real interests, leading to biased user repre-
sentation and inferior performance. In order to tackle the problem,
pioneering works DFN [17], DUMN [1] introduce users’ unclick
behaviors to capture users’ negative preferences and get further per-
formance promotion. However, they model users’ click and unclick
behaviors separately, which ignores the interaction between click
and unclick items. As shown in Figure 1, there are generally many
display items on one screen of a computer/smartphone. Users’ click
behaviors are not only determined by the matching degree between
items and their interests but also influenced by the display con-
text [2, 12, 20]. For example, as shown in Figure 1, when a user
wants to buy a T-shirt, he may click the green one when its sur-
rounding items are smartphones, shoes, or hair dryers since those
are boring to him. But when the display items are all T-shirts, he
may click the blue one because it may match his interests better.
Based on the above analysis, we argue that display context is also
essential in interest modeling. RACP [6] introduces page-wise feed-
back modeling and aggregates different pages into different interest
representations. However, different clicks on one page may indicate
different interests, which degrades the model’s capability to capture
users’ fine-grained interests precisely.

In this paper, we proposeDeepContext InterestNetwork (DCIN)
to extract context-aware interest representations from users’ click
behaviors and corresponding display contexts aiming at acquir-
ing comprehensive and fine-grained user representation. Specifi-
cally, we first design a Position-aware Context Aggregation Module
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(PCAM), which performs aggregation of display items with an atten-
tion mechanism. Meanwhile, we consider position bias [9, 10] and
integrate position information into PCAM. Then, Feedback-Context
Fusion Module (FCFM) is proposed to fuse the representation of
clicks and corresponding display contexts through non-linear fea-
ture interaction to capture users’ context-wise interests. Finally,
we use Interest Matching Module (IMM) to match behaviors re-
lated to the target item. Moreover, we also provide our hands-on
solution to implement DCIN on large-scale industrial systems. Our
contributions are as follows:

• We highlight the necessity of introducing context informa-
tion for interest modeling, which can be used to capture
users’ interests more precisely and comprehensively.

• We devise a novel sequential model, DCIN, which effectively
integrates display context and position information to ac-
quire users’ context-aware interests.

• We conduct both offline and online experiments, and the
significant improvements demonstrate the superiority of
our proposed DCIN method. The online optimization makes
DCIN process users’ behavior sequences 28x longer than the
SOTA method RACP [6]. Notably, DCIN has served the main
traffic in our online advertising system, bringing 1.5% CTR
and 1.5% RPM lift.

2 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce the design of DCIN.

2.1 Preliminaries
CTR prediction is to predict the probability 𝑝 that user 𝑢 clicks tar-
get item 𝑡 with model F , given user behaviors 𝑪 (click items) and 𝑫
(display items), and context 𝑐 , formulated as 𝑝 = F (𝑪,𝑫, 𝑢, 𝑡, 𝑐). The
click behaviors are a sequential list of click items with correspond-
ing features such as item id, category, etc., i.e., 𝑪 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2 . . . , 𝑐𝑁 },
where 𝑐𝑖 is the 𝑖-th click item and 𝑁 is the length of 𝑪 . To model
the display context, we pick out𝑀 corresponding display items for
each click, hence display behaviors 𝑫 can be denoted as:

𝑫 = {[𝑑11, 𝑑12, . . . , 𝑑1𝑀 ] . . . , [𝑑𝑁 1, 𝑑𝑁 2, . . . , 𝑑𝑁𝑀 ]}, (1)

where 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 is the 𝑗-th display item around click 𝑐𝑖 . We try to keep the
click in the middle when selecting display items for each click. We
denote 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖 𝑗 as the absolute position of 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 respectively.
We also calculate relative position 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖 𝑗 between 𝑐𝑖 and
𝑑𝑖 𝑗 . We utilize the widely-used embedding technique to transform
sparse features into low-dimensional dense vectors. For example,
𝒆𝑐𝑖 represents the embedding of click item 𝑐𝑖 .

2.2 Deep Context Interest Network
The architecture of DCIN is shown in Figure 2, mainly consisting of
three modules. Specifically, we first design Position-aware Context
Aggregation Module (PCAM) to aggregate the display items with
an attention mechanism. Then Feedback-Context Fusion Module
(FCFM) is proposed to fuse the representation of clicks and corre-
sponding display contexts through non-linear feature interaction
to acquire context-aware interests. Finally, we propose the Interest
Matching Module (IMM) to learn the interests related to the target
item adaptively.

2.2.1 Position-awareContextAggregationModule. As shown
in Figure 1, there are generally many display items on one screen
of a computer/smartphone. Users’ click behaviors are not only de-
termined by the matching degree between items and their interests
but also influenced by the display context [2, 20]. However, mod-
eling users’ interests only from their click behaviors ignores the
context information, leading to biased interest representation and
inferior performance. To capture users’ context-aware interests, we
design PCAM, which aggregates display items for each click with
an attention mechanism. Moreover, users generally tend to click
top items on the screen (known as position bias [9, 10]) regardless
of the relevance. Hence, items’ positions also impact users’ click
behaviors. We also integrate position information into PCAM for a
better understanding of users’ actual interests. As a result, PCAM
can be formulated as follows:

𝒗𝑖 =
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1

𝜇𝑖 𝑗𝑾𝑉 𝒆𝑑𝑖 𝑗 , (2)

where 𝒗𝒊 represents the display context corresponding to click 𝑐𝑖
and is modeled as a weighted sum aggregation of display items 𝒆𝑑𝑖 𝑗 ,
and𝑾𝑉 is learning parameters. 𝜇𝑖 𝑗 is the attention weight, which
can be formulated as follows:

𝜇𝑖 𝑗 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛼𝑖 𝑗 )∑𝑀
𝑗=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛼𝑖 𝑗 )

, (3)

𝛼𝑖 𝑗 =𝑾𝑄𝒙𝑐𝑖 ·𝑾𝐾𝒙𝑑𝑖 𝑗 + 𝑒𝑟𝑖 𝑗 , (4)
where 𝛼𝑖 𝑗 is the relevance between the 𝑖-th click and its 𝑗-th display
item, 𝒙𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝒆𝑐𝑖 , 𝒆𝑝𝑖 ) represents the concatenation of item
embedding 𝒆𝑐𝑖 and its absolute position embedding 𝒆𝑝𝑖 and the same
as 𝒙𝑑𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑒𝑟𝑖 𝑗 is the one-dimensional embedding vector of relative
position 𝑝𝑖 𝑗 , and𝑾𝑄 and𝑾𝐾 are learning parameters.

2.2.2 Feedback-Context Fusion Module. Previous user behav-
ior models [7, 11, 13, 18, 21, 22] directly regard users’ click items
as users’ interest, ignoring the context information. To capture
users’ context-aware interests, we propose FCFM to fuse the rep-
resentation of clicks and corresponding display contexts through
non-linear feature interaction. Concretely, FCFM is implemented
by a 2-layer MLP:

𝒇 (𝑘+1)
𝑖

= 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈 (𝑾 (𝑘 )𝒇 (𝑘 ) + 𝒃 (𝑘 ) ), (5)

where 𝒇 (𝑘 )
𝑖

is the output of the 𝑘-th layer, and𝑾 (𝑘 ) and 𝒃 (𝑘 ) are
learning parameters. The input is formulated as follows:

𝒇 (0)
𝑖

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝒙𝑐𝑖 , 𝒗𝑖 , 𝒙𝑐𝑖 − 𝒗𝑖 , 𝒙𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝒗𝑖 ), (6)

where ∗ represents the element-wise product. Then, we obtain
context-aware interest 𝑰𝑖 = 𝒇 2

𝑖
from click 𝑐𝑖 and its corresponding

display context 𝒗𝑖 . For generalization and trainability, we share the
learnable parameters across different clicks.

2.2.3 Interest Matching Module. With the first two modules,
we integrallymodel the click and its display context to capture users’
context-aware interests, denoted as 𝑰 = {𝑰1, 𝑰2, . . . , 𝑰𝑁 }, which are
more precise and comprehensive than those extracted only from
click behaviors. To capture the user interests that are related to the
target item, the SOTA sequential models can be easily integrated,
like DIN [22], DIEN [21], BST [3], etc. Here we choose the DIN
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Figure 2: The architecture of DCIN network.

method to aggregate user interests, which can be formulated as
follows:

𝑼 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝒆𝑡 · 𝑰𝑖 )∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝒆𝑡 · 𝑰 𝑗 )

· 𝑰𝑖 , (7)

where 𝑼 is the final user representation, which will be concate-
nated with other features and fed into MLP for CTR prediction. We
utilize the widely-used negative log-likelihood function as the loss
function to train our DCIN model.

2.3 Optimization for Online Serving
For industrial recommender systems, the serving latency constraints
are highly restricted. Since we introduce display items to capture
users’ context-aware interests, the sequence length has been ex-
tended tens of times. Generally, the serving latency of online models
is proportional to the sequence length. As a result, it is challenging
to make DCIN serve in an industrial online system directly. To
address the challenge, we make some online optimizations. Specifi-
cally, since PCAM and FCFM have no connection with the target
item, we can pre-calculate users’ context-aware interest represen-
tations 𝑰 = {𝑰1, 𝑰2, . . . , 𝑰𝑁 }, and directly make it as model’s input
when online serving, which saves a large amount of online serving
time (10 milliseconds). Since RACP [6] needs the target item to
aggregate page-wise interests, it can only shorten the sequence
length to make the model serve online. With online optimization,
DCIN can process users’ behavior sequences 28x longer than the
SOTA method RACP, adding only one millisecond of online latency.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Experimental Settings
3.1.1 Datasets. Integrating display context and position informa-
tion into interest models is a novel exploration. Hence we build a
31-day industrial dataset from our online advertising system, which
contains more than 1 billion samples. Following the standard indus-
try practice, we split the data in the first 30 days as the training set
and the data on the last day as the testing set. Users’ recent 50-click

behaviors are reserved. The surrounding 20 display items for each
click are utilized to model the display context.

3.1.2 Compared Methods. We implement six state-of-art mod-
els to compare with DCIN. All models use the same features for
fair comparisons.

Wide&Deep [4] consists of a Wide part and a Deep part to learn
raw and high-order feature interactions.

DeepFM [8] replaces the Wide part in [4] with an FM layer.
DIN [22] introduces an attention mechanism to capture users’

diverse interests for different target items.
DIEN [21] proposes an interest evolving layer based on a gated

recurrent unit (GRU) to model users’ dynamic interests.
DFN [17] tries to learn positive preferences from click behaviors

and negative preferences from unclick behaviors.
RACP [6] introduces page-wise feedback modeling and is the

published SOTA solution for user behavior modeling.

3.1.3 Evaluation Metrics. We utilize a widely-adopted metric
Area Under Curve (AUC) for evaluation in the CTR prediction
task. We further introduce RelaImpr [19] to measure the relative
improvements over the base model:

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟 =
𝐴𝑈𝐶 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙) − 0.5

𝐴𝑈𝐶 (𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙) − 0.5
− 1 (8)

3.2 Experimental Results
We repeat all experiments 5 times and report their average results.
In experiments, the embedding dimension is 16 for each feature.
The hidden sizes of MLP in FCFM and the output layer are 64/16,
and 1024/512/128 respectively. We utilize Adam with the learning
rate to be 1e-4, and the batch size is 3000.

3.2.1 Offline Performance Comparison. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Table 1, fromwhichwe can find that our proposed
DCIN significantly outperforms all methods on AUC and achieves
21.24% RelaImpr over the base model. As introduced in Section 2.3,
DCIN can process users’ behavior sequences 28x longer than RACP.
For a fair comparison, DCIN (short) uses the same sequence length
as RACP, and DCIN uses a longer sequence as implemented in
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our online advertising system. Specifically, first, DIN and DIEN
perform much better than Wide&Deep and DeepFM because they
capture users’ diverse and temporal interests for different target
items. Second, DFN beats DIN and DIEN slightly since it tries to cap-
ture dislike signals from unclick behaviors. Fourth, RACP performs
better than DFN since it models users’ contextualized page-wise
interests. Fifth, our proposed DCIN (short) beats RACP. On the
one hand, different clicks, even on one page, may indicate different
interests. RACP only models page-wise interests, degrading the
model’s capability to capture users’ fine-grained interests. On the
other hand, RACP ignores the impact that items’ positions have
on users’ click behaviors. Finally, DCIN beats DCIN (short) since it
introduces a longer sequence.

Table 1: Performance comparison with different methods.

Model AUC RelaImpr

Wide&Deep 0.63588 0.00%
DeepFM 0.63602 0.10%

DIN 0.65012 10.48%
DIEN 0.65102 11.14%

DFN 0.65220 12.01%

RACP 0.65872 16.81%
DCIN (short) 0.66186 19.12%

DCIN* 0.66475 21.24%

DCIN (short)-w/o position 0.65850 16.64%
DCIN (short)-w/o FCFM 0.65950 17.38%

3.2.2 Ablation Tests. We also conduct ablation tests to verify
the effectiveness and necessity of different components in DCIN.
Firstly, we remove the position information in PCAM and conduct
experiment DCIN (short)-w/o position. As shown in Table 1, DCIN
(short)-w/o position performs worse than DCIN (short) since items’
positions also have important impact on users’ click behaviors.
Secondly, we remove the FCFM module in DCIN and conduct ex-
periment DCIN (short)-w/o FCFM where we directly regard display
context 𝒗𝑖 as users’ interests, which can be formulated as 𝑰𝑖 = 𝒗𝑖
instead of 𝑰𝑖 = 𝒇 2

𝑖
. As shown in Table 1, DCIN (short)-w/o FCFM

also performs poorly than DCIN (short) due to the lack of fusion
between clicks and display contexts.

3.2.3 Online A/B Test. We conduct a strict online A/B test to
evaluate DCIN on our online advertising system for two weeks.
Compared with DIN (online baseline), DCIN has improved CTR by
1.5% and RPM (Revenue Per Mile) by 1.5%. For now, DCIN has been
deployed online and serves the main traffic, which contributes to
significant business revenue growth.

3.2.4 Case Study. To demonstrate the effectiveness of DCIN for
context-aware interest representations, we randomly select 10 click
items and choose 100 different display contexts for each click respec-
tively. Then we extract the corresponding context-aware interests
𝑰𝑖 and visualize their distribution through t-SNE [14]. As shown
in Figure 3, the distinct separation among click items indicates the

dominance of click behavior in learning. The obvious diversity of
different contexts of the same click demonstrates the ability of DCIN
to capture fine-grained context-aware interest representations.

10.0 7.5 5.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

10

5

0

5

10

Figure 3: Visualization of context-aware interests for 10 click
items under 100 different display contexts. Each color repre-
sents one click item. The representation distribution shows
the separation among click items and the diversity among
different display contexts of the same click item.

To verify the effectiveness of context modeling, we visualize the
attention weights from IMM between the target item and the same
click item under different display contexts. As shown in Figure 4,
the weights of DIN (green color) is the same since DIN only takes
click behaviors as input, resulting in the inability to distinguish
different display contexts. While DCIN learns higher weights under
the right competitive display context where all display items are of
interest to the user.

click

DIN:0.0258
DCIN:0.0236

DCIN:0.0336

DIN:0.0258

Target Item

click

Figure 4: Case study of attention weights between the target
item and the same click item under different display context.
DIN produces the same attention weights due to missing
context information. The proposed DCIN can assign higher
weight to the click under competitive display context.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we highlight the necessity of display contexts and
position information for interest modeling and devise a novel se-
quential model DCIN. The significant improvements in both offline
and online evaluations demonstrate the superiority of our proposed
DCIN methods. Notably, DCIN has been deployed on our online
advertising system, and now it is serving the main traffic.
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